
College Student Goes Beserk over MAGA Hat
Saying It Represents Genocide
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(Vulgar language warning.)  A female student at the University of California, Riverside,
stole a ‘Make America Great Again’ cap off the head of another student and became
hysterical when school personnel asked her to return the property to its owner. [We are
posting this episode, not because of its news value, but because it shows how thoroughly
some students have been programmed into believing that enforcement of America’s
immigration laws is tantamount to genocide, and it reveals the deep hatred that springs
from that. If America ever falls to a Communist “People’s Revolution” this is the type
of “people” who will be chanting for the execution of anyone who stood in the way – just
like it happened in Russia, China, and Cuba. [Time is running short. Freedom Force
awaits you.] -GEG

An enraged University of California, Riverside stole a classmate’s “Make America
Great Again” hat, proclaiming that it “represents genocide.”

The thief even prevailed upon administrators to prohibit the victim from wearing
the hat on campus, becoming even more apoplectic when the property was returned.

A Trump-supporting student at the University of California, Riverside had his MAGA hat
stolen by a peer who demanded that administrators refuse to allow him to continue to
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wear it.

A video of the incident obtained by Campus Reform shows an enraged female student taking
the hat to the school’s Student Life Department as Matthew Vitale fruitlessly attempts
to explain to the young woman that the hat is his property.

“Your f***ing freedom of speech is genocide, homeboy.”

“So this guy thought it would be a good idea to go into a conference wearing this
f***ing hat,” the student who stole the hat states. “Look at the kind of sh*t he’s
wearing, You know what this represents? This represents genocide—genocide of a bunch of
people.”

Vitale then tries to explain that “you do not get to take other people’s property that
is legally theirs in this country,” to which the unidentified thief replies, “man, f***
your laws.”

“Do you have any f***ing conscience?” she goes on to ask, questioning why Vitale would
dare to wear a MAGA hat on campus and telling him that his “f***ing freedom of speech is
genocide, homeboy.”

Read full article here…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=557&v=Gv_yVqJ_l9c

